With the introduction of GPGPUs, parallel programming has become simple and affordable. APIs such as NVIDIA's CUDA have attracted many programmers to port their applications to GPGPUs. But writing CUDA codes, still remains a challenging task. Moreover, the vast repository of legacy serial C codes, which are still in wide use in the industry, are unable to take any advantage of this extra computing power available. Lot of attempts have thus been made at developing auto-parallelisation techniques to convert a serial C code to a corresponding parallel CUDA code. Some parallelisers, allow programmers to add "hints" to their serial programs, while another approach has been to build an interactive system between programmers and parallelizing tools/compilers. But none of these are really automatic techniques, since the programmer is fully involved in the process. In this paper, we present an automatic parallelisation tool that completely relieves the programmer of any involvement in the parallelisation process. Preliminary results with a basic set of usual C codes show that the tool is able to provide a significant speedup of ~10 times.
I. INTRODUCTION In the last decades, there have been great advancements in the field of Parallel Computing. With the introduction of General Purpose Graphical Processing Units (GPGPUs), attaining parallel processing capability has become simple and affordable. A typical GPU is a multi-core architecture with each core capable of running thousands of threads simultaneously. Hence, an application with a large amount of parallelism can use GPUs to realize significant performance benefits. SDKs and APIs such as Nvidia's CUDA [18] , AMD's FireStream and Khronos Group's Open CL [19] have simplified the task of programming GPUs. Some of the areas where GPUs have been used extensively for General Purpose computing are: scientific computing [1] [6] , image processing [2] [3] [5] , animation and simulation [4] [7] and cryptography [8] .
But the vast repositories of legacy serial C codes, which are still in use, are unable to exploit this extra computing power available to them. Manually updating all such codes is tedious and error-prone. Parallelising even a single C code is not a trivial task. The programmer needs to have a complete knowledge of the code being parallelised and should be comfortable with the target parallel architecture. Also, even though APIs, such as those of CUDA, have attracted many non-graphics programmers to port their applications to GPGPUs, the process still remains very challenging. In particular, CUDA places on the programmer the burden of packaging GPU code in separate functions, of explicitly managing data transfer between the host memory and various GPU memories, and of manually optimizing the utilization of the GPU memory [13] .
Due to the reasons mentioned above, we have undertaken the task to develop "An auto parallelisation tool for serial C codes". The tool is aimed at enabling easy portability of existing serial softwares to parallel architectures. This should be possible without the user having any knowledge whatsoever of the algorithm and the architecture.
Though the quality of automatic parallelisation has improved in the past several decades, fully automatic parallelisation of sequential programs by compilers remains a grand challenge due to its need for complex program analysis and the unknown factors (such as input data range) during compilation. Attempts have been made at simplifying the process of manual parallelisation by allowing programmers to add "hints" to their programs to guide compiler parallelisation, such as High Performance Fortran (HPF) [9] for distributed memory systems and OpenMP [16] for shared memory systems. Another approach has been to build an interactive system between programmers and parallelising tools/compilers. Notable examples are Vector Fabrics' vfAnalyst [10] , SUIF Explorer [11] (The Stanford University Intermediate Format compiler), the Polaris compiler [12] , and ParaWise (formally CAPTools) [17] .
There exist some directive based auto-parallelisation tools for CUDA such as PGI Accelerator, CAPS HMPP, Goose, NOAA F2C Fortran/C to CUDA C auto-parallelisation compiler and hiCUDA [14] . But the drawback in all these tools is that the programmer has to understand and learn the specific compiler directive syntax. Our proposed tool goes a step further than these tools in simplifying the process for the user by automatically generating the parallel code from input serial code without any additional input from the user.
The tool works in two phases. In the first phase, the input serial code is parsed to identify independent portions of code which can be executed in parallel. Identifiers are then automatically inserted at appropriate positions to mark these parallelisable portions. In the second phase, an equivalent CUDA code is generated which parallelises the portions identified in Phase 1.
The parallel code obtained might not be as efficient as hand-tuned programs but can still lead to tremendous speedups with a quick production phase.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the system architecture while the major issues in identifying and then parallelizing portions of serial code are discussed in section III. Section IV analyses the results and Section V ponders over some future work that can lead to better results.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The proposed tool takes a serial C code as input and generates an equivalent parallel code as output, as illustrated by the flowchart in Figure 1 . The generated output code can be compiled and executed on any machine with a CUDA enabled graphics card. Internally, the tool works in two phases ( Figure 2 ). hiCUDA is used as the intermediate language between them:
• In the first phase, the input serial code is parsed using a Perl script to identify independent portions of code which can be executed in parallel. Identifiers (hiCUDA pragmas) are then automatically inserted at appropriate positions to highlight these parallelisable portions. • In the second phase, the hiCUDA compiler is used to generate an equivalent CUDA code using the hiCUDA pragmas inserted in Phase 1. 
III. IDENTIFY AND PARALLELISE PARALLELISABLE PORTIONS
As most of the execution time of a program takes place inside some form of loop, we intend to focus most on them and will try to split each loop so that each of its iteration can be executed on separate processors concurrently.
Also, since GPUs are optimised for executing SIMD type instructions, they are guaranteed to give maximum gain.
For example, consider the following code snippet: 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 Since instructions in each iteration are independent of each other, this code can be easily parallelised by using n threads running in parallel, each operating on one element of vector a.
A. When to parallelise
Not all for loops can be parallelized. Hence, we need to have a set of rules defining when a for loop is parallelized and when not. For our purpose, we do not parallelise in the following cases:
Presence of an I/O instruction in a loop. Presence of a break/return/goto statement in a loop. A scalar is being Written after Read (WAR). Same element of an array being written in each iteration of the loop. 2 different elements of same array being acessed in each iteration (at least one being written).
B. Handling Nested Loops
In case of nested loops, a separate read and write list is created for each loop independently and the analysis as explained above is done to determine whether the loop is parallelisable.
To handle nested loops, we create a GPU kernel for each bunch of nested loops. Each loop is analysed independelntly and a kernel is created if at least one of the nested loops can be parallelized.
For example, consider the following snippet:
In this case, the outer loop will be parallelised while the inner loop will not be, which is indicated by the hiCUDA pragma just before the outer loop only: 
C. Determining number of threads (block size and number of blocks)
The number of threads required for the parallel execution of a loop are determined by the number of iterations of each loop.
For example, consider the following code snippet: 
D. Memory allocation/de-allocation on GPU
Whenever a kernel is created, memory needs to be allocated (and then de-allocated) on the GPU, for all data variables which are accessed (read/write) inside the kernel. Hence additional information about the dimensionality of each array is maintained.
All variables accessed inside the loop instructions are categorised into two lists: the read list (if the variable is read from) and the write list (if the variable is written onto). These lists are then utilized to determine which variables will be "copyin" and which variables will be "copyout" from GPU memory.
For example, consider the following serial code: 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 Here a[] will only be "copyin" to the GPU memory while b[] will be both "copyin" and "copyout" from it, which is indicated by the following pragmas:
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#pragma hicuda global alloc a[*] copyin #pragma hicuda global alloc b[*] copyin #pramga hicuda kernel kernel_name tblock((n -0)/16) thread (16) 
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To test the effectiveness of this tool, it is important to quantify the following:
1. Performance of the generated parallel code v/s original serial code. 2. Performance of the automatic parallel code v/s a hand written best optimized parallel code.
The codes are run on an Intel Core2Duo 1.6 Ghz processor with 2GB RAM. NVIDIA's GeForce 8400 GS graphics card is used for GPU's.
A. Measuring speedup obtained by parallelisation
To measure the speedup obtained by parallelising serial codes, the execution time of various input serial C codes are compared with the execution time of the corresponding auto generated parallel CUDA codes.
1) Matrix Multiplication:
First of all, the standard problem of matrix multiplication is considered. Two matrices, a and b are initialised as follows:
where, a and b are of size N*N.
Then, the resultant c matrix is obtained by multiplying matrices a and b.
ܿሾ݅ሿሾ݆ሿ ൌ ܽሾ݅ሿሾ݇ሿ * ܾሾ݇ሿሾ݆ሿ ே ୀଵ Figure 3 and Table 1 show the speedup obtained by parallelizing a serial code for this problem. For a moderate matrix size, N = 1024, the speedup obtained is 5-6 times. 2) Compute Power Array: The problem of computing the power vector is considered next. Each element of vector a is calculated by using the following formula:
where, N is the size of the vector a.
Since, each element is independent of others, this task can easily be parallelised. The proposed tool is used to parallelise the serial code and the speedup obtained is indicated in Figure  4 and Table 2 . 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 In this case, the speedup obtained is ~10 times.
The speedup, in this case, is greater than that for matrix multiplication, which is as expected. A high cost is paid in transferring data from CPU to GPU (and vice-versa), so the computation for each GPU thread should be long enough to justify the overhead transfer costs. In matrix multiplication, for the second kernel (computing c[i]), each thread performs only a single operation of multiplying a single element of matrix a[] with that of b[], which is unable to compensate for the cost of threads and kernel creation.
3) Calculate the Prime divisors: Next, we consider a modular code, where each task is divided amongst various functions. We consider the problem of finding the prime divisors of a given number n. Different functions are responsible for finding whether an integer 1 < i < n is a prime number and whether it completely divides the number n. This tool successfully parallelises this code and the speedup obtained is shown by Figure 5 and Table 3 . Table 3 . Execution times for serial and parallel prime divisors codes B. Comparing generated parallel code with hand-written code To get hand written CUDA code, we use the hiCUDA compiler to generate CUDA code from a hand written hiCUDA code.
A hand written parallel code is expected to outperform the automatically generated parallel code in a few cases, but here we document by how much they outperform and the reasons for the same.
4) Matrix Multiplication:
The first code we consider in this section is the matrix multiplication code (which is the same code as in section A.1). When we write the code manually for this specific problem, we can gain some advantage by utilizing the shared memory on GPU's, which is ignored by the generic tool. The data needed by all threads in a thread block can be loaded into the shared memory before they are used, reducing access latency to memory. This can be done by using the following hiCUDA pragma's:
#pragma hicuda shared alloc A[*][*] copyin #pragma hicuda shared remove A
Since the amount of data is too large to fit in the shared memory at once, it must be loaded and processed in batches. For this problem, we store 32 elements of each matrix in the shared matrix at a moment. The difference in the automatically generated and the hand-written code is shown in Codes 9 and 10. Figure 6 and Table 4 show a comparison of the running times of both the codes. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 Table 4 . Execution times for hand-written and auto-generated matrix multiplication codes 5) Vector multiplication: Another area where a hand written code can beat the automatically generated code is by combining multiple kernels together. We use the standard vector multiplication algorithm in this section.
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The first kernel, initializes a[] and b[] vectors(or arrays) as power arrays: a[i] = i ^ N; b[i] = (N -i) ^ N;
The next kernel calculates c vector as follows:
While these tasks are performed by different kernels in the automatically generated parallel code, they are combined into a single kernel in the hand written code. Performance gains are obtained by eliminating the memory transfer instructions. In the automatically generated code, a[] and b[] vectors are first copied from GPU memory into the CPU memory after the execution of first kernel. These are then successively copied back to the GPU memory for the beginning of the second kernel. A comparison of both these codes reveals that the performance gain is not very significant, as shown in Figure 7 and Table 5 . Table 5 . Execution times for hand-written and auto-generated vector multiplication codes V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK A working end-to-end tool has successfully been developed and tested over a wide range of codes. The performance results obtained are very satisfying with speedup gains obtained of up to 10 times.
The automatic parallelisation, we believe, is a very significant step forward and would help the industrial community immensely. It being a generic tool capable of handling most kinds of C codes increases its worth.
This good performance only motivates us to improve it further. The ultimate aim is that the tool should be able to parse all legacy C codes. The parsing technique needs to be improved for this. We can also look at some dedicated parsing tools available for C code such as Elsa [15] .
Also, the tool uses static analysis to detect data independency, that is, it reads the code as a simple text. On the other hand, if it used dynamic analysis, wherein the code is actually executed and the runtime memory accesses monitored, it would have enabled handling pointers too. But that would have also resulted in the execution time of the code being a bottleneck in the parallelisation process.
Presently, each set of nested for loops in the C code are combined together to form an independent kernel for the GPU. In cases, such as in matrix multiplication, where we have two consecutive kernels one directly after the other and when the output of one is an input for the next, we can combine the two kernels and remove the unnecessary memory transfer 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 To obtain maximum speedup, the tool will have to deal with the shared and textured memory of GPU as well. It, at present, deals with only the global GPU memory. Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Systems   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 
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